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Abstract 
U. Huckenbeck., A result about the power of geometric oracle machines, Theoretical Computer 
Science 88 (1991) 231-251. 
A {(O,O))-GCM is an abstract geometric automaton which can simulate all operations with 
compass and ruler in the Euclidian plane p = IE*; moreover, this kind of machines can test whether 
a point is equal to the origin (0,O) of the Cartesian coordinate system; if a circle and another (circular 
or straight) line have two points of intersection then a {(O, 0)}-GCM can nondeterministically 
choose one of them. 
Let F : S-P”‘, where SC P”. Then we say that a { (O,O)}-GCM M constructs F iff every input SES 
effects the output F(s), irrespective of intermediate nondeterministic decisions of M. 
The result of this paper is an algebraic characterization of those functions F which can be 
constructed in constant time. Roughly spoken, F is constructible iff S can be decomposed into 
finitely many subsets S,, , Sk such that all restrictions F Is, consist of rational coordinate functions; 
moreover, each of the sets S, is the intersection of finitely many algebraic surfaces and finitely many 
complements of them. 
Introduction 
One of the fundamental tasks of computational geometry is the construction and 
investigation of adequate abstract automata. The most well-known of them is the 
modified RAM described in [4, p. 281. A further machine is the geometrical Turing 
machine introduced in [S, pp. 260-2691. The geometrical automata of [l-3] are based 
on the most important drawing tools: compass and ruler; moreover, the A-GCM, 
given in [3, Definition 4.11 can use an oracle A. 
Here we investigate the power of A-GCMs with the very simple oracle A = ((0,O)). 
This means that our machines can test whether a point is equal to the origin of the 
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Cartesian coordinate system. According to [l, p. 1411 this capability is equivalent to 
the decision whether two points are equal. Hence, the ((0, 0)}-GCM describes the 
manipulations of a human drawer very realistically. 
In order to describe the outputs of A-GCMs, we say that such a machine M con- 
structs a function F : S+P”’ (SG P”) iff the input of SES yields the output of F(s); in 
contrast to the usual concepts of automata theory, we here require that all sequences 
of nondeterministic decisions (and not only one of them) effect the correct result F(s). 
A similar definition was already given in [6] and later in [l-3]. It corresponds to the 
fact that the result of a construction in Euclidian geometry is normally required to be 
unique. 
The set of all constructible functions is a good measure for the power of geometrical 
automata. Here we shall give an algebraic characterization of those functions 
F : S+ P”’ (S G P) which can be constructed by a { (0, 0)}-GCM M in 0( 1) steps. This 
characterization was already given in [l, pp. 146-1621. But the proof was very long 
and difficult. The geometric objects constructed by M were described with complic- 
ated nested root functions and the structure of these root functions depended on the 
answers to the oracle queries. In contrast to that, the present proof comes out with 
very simple root functions and some well-known automata theoretical operations like 
the construction of decision trees. 
This paper is structured as follows. Sections 1 and 2 present some basic terms 
including a definition of the A-GCM. This makes it possible to formulate the main 
result in Section 3. The next two sections are about the representation of A-GCMs by 
different kinds of trees. These decision trees are transformed in Section 6; this method 
yields the desired characterization of constructible functions F. Section 7 describes 
some related problems arising from different oracles A. 
1. Definitions and notations 
At first N := (1,2,. . . } is the set of all natural numbers. Q and R are the sets of all 
rational and real numbers, respectively. 
Our geometrical constructions take place in the Euclidian plane [la:= lE2. The set of 
all straight lines in P is denoted by G, and K is the set of all circular lines. G, and G, 
are the x- and the y-axis of the Cartesian coordinate system. For any point Q =(x, y) 
the projections are defined as pr,( Q) := x and pry(Q):= y. Given Q, Q’, Q”EP with 
Q’#Q”, then (Q’, Q”) is the straight line through Q’ and Q”. Moreover, (Q; Q’, Q”) 
is the circle around Q whose radius is equal to the (Euclidian) distance between Q’ 
and Q”. 
For every partial function f: U- + V, the domain of de$nition is abbreviated by 
def(f). Let SLIP”. Thenf:S-+R is called a polynomial ifff((xl,yl),..., (xn,y,)) is 
a polynomial in x1, yl,..., x,, y,. The set of all polynomials with integer coefficients is 
denoted by P(S); moreover, we define 9?(S) as the set of all rational functions f =p/q, 
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where p,q~9”(S) and def(f)={sESIq(s)#O}; every fob is called rational with 
integer coefJicients (r.i.). Moreover, every partial function 
F : s---r P”‘, F(s)=((f,,,(s),f,,,(s)),..., cL,n~(~LL~(S))) 
is called r.i. if and only if all coordinate functions fX,,,f,,ys are r.i. and 
def(P)= n:l, (dcf(fx,“)n def(f,.Y)). 
A (di-)graph G is a pair ( V, E), where V is the set of its vertices and ES Vx V is the 
set of its edges. We shall often treat graphs like sets; e.g. if Gi = ( 6, Ei) (i = 1, 2) then we 
write “uEG, u G2 ” instead of “UE V,uV,“. 
2. The underlying geometrical automata 
Here we introduce our geometric automata and discuss their basic properties. Our 
most important machine is the A-GCM. It is equivalent to the A-ZLM and the 
A-GCM, defined in [l, p. 661, [2, p. 2211 and [3, Definition 4.11. It can simulate the 
use of compass, ruler and an oracle A c Pm. 
Definition 2.1. A geometric construction machine (of type 0) with oracle A G W” (A- 
GCM) is an abstract automaton M with the following properties. 
M has the variables PI, P2 ,... for points, G1, G2 ,... for lines and Kr, K2 ,... for 
circles. These variables xj are initialized with the following objects Iti( 
Zn(P,)=Zn(P,)=Zn(P,)= ... =(O, 0), 
Zn(P,)=Zn(P,)=Zn(P,)= ... =(l, O)! 
Zn(P,)=Zn(P,)=Zn(P,)= ... =(O, l), 
Zn(G,)=Zn(G,)=Zn(G5)= . ..=G., 
Zn(G,)=Zn(G,)=Zn(G,)= ... =GY, 
Zn(K,)=Zn(K,)=Zn(K,)= ... =unit circle around (0,O). 
After this, M reads its input tuple ( Q1,. , Qn)~ P” and loads each point QY into P,. 
Then M executes its program. This is a finite sequence of instructions which have the 
following form (where i, i’, i”, iI,. . ., &,j,j’EN): 
(1) Pj:=GinGi’; (Pj:=point of intersection between Gi and Gi,) 
(2) P,:= GinKiS; Pj:= KinGi,; P,:= KinKi,; ( Pj is a point of intersection be- 
tween the lines on the right-hand side of the instruction; if there exist two points of 
intersection then Pi is chosen nondeterministically.) 
<3) Pj:=G~nK~~\{Pj~);Pj:=KinGi~\{Pj~);Pj:=K~nK~~\{Pj~j;(Ifthelinesonthe 
right-hand side of the instruction have two points in common and Pj, is one of them 
then Pj is the other point of intersection.) 
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(4) Gj:=(Pi, Pi,); (Gj is the line through Pi and Pi,) 
(5) Kj:=(Pi; Pi,, Pi’,); (Kj is the circle (Pi; Pi,, Pi,,).) 
(6) if (Pi,,..., Pi,)EA then goto j else goto j’; (Conditional jump to the jth or the 
j’th program line; unconditional jump if j=j’) 
(7) Pj:= Pi, Gj:= Gi; Kj:=Ki; (Copying statements) 
(8) write (Pi); write (Gi); write (Ki); (Output instructions) 
(9) nop; (No operation) 
(10) end. (Last instruction of the program of M) 
Moreover, an A-GCM can fall into the error state E. This happens if the current 
instruction cannot be executed, i.e. if 
0 intersecting two parallel lines, 
l intersecting a circle C with a (circular or straight) line L, where 1 CnLl d 1 (e.g. L is 
a tangent to C), 
l executing a type-(3) instruction although Pjs is not a common point of the two 
intersected lines, 
0 intersecting two equal lines or circles, 
l generating Gj:=(Pi,, Pi,,) or Kj:=(Pi; Pi,, Pi,,) if Pi,=Pi,*. 
This state E is never left. 
We now extend A-GCMs. 
Definition 2.2. An extended A-GCM (A-EGCM) is an A-GCM with the additional 
capability to compute r.i. functions f: IJ’- 4n’ directly. This is done by the 
instruction 
(*) Pj:=f(Pi,,..., Pi,) 
The machine runs into the state E if (Pi,, . . . . Pi,)$def(f). 
The next definition is about the output of our geometrical automata. 
Definition 2.3. Given an A-GCM or an A-EGCM M, let F : P”-+ P”‘. Then M con- 
structs the function F iff for every input SE def (F), 
(a) the machine M outputs F(s), 
(b) M does not run into the error state E and stops after jinitely many steps. 
Both conditions (a) and (b) must be satisfied for every sequence of nondeterministic 
decisions. 
Example 2.4. The ((0, 0)}-GCM described in Fig. 1 constructs the function F : p-t P, 
(x2 Y)H(h -sY). 
(Remark: This means that F(x, y) is the midpoint of (x, y) and (0,O). Note that 
PI0 is initialized with (0,O) and that the input (x, y) is automatically loaded into PI .) 
We conclude the introduction of the A-GCM and the A-EGCM with two elemen- 
tary results about the case of A = { (0, O)}. The first describes several oracles equivalent 
to A. The second says that all ((0, 0)}-EGCMs can be simulated by ((0, O))-GCMs. 
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Fig. 1. 
Nevertheless, the definition of the A-EGCM was sensible because its algorithms are 
simpler than those of A-GCMs. 
Remark 2.5. The following oracles are equivalent: A, = { (0, O)], AI := G,, A,:= G, and 
A,:={(Q,Q’)/Q=Q’} (i.e. a test whether Q=Q’). 
The proof can be found in [l, Theorem (3.5.16)]. 
Remark 2.6. Every r.i. function r = (rx, rY) : P- + P can be constructed by a { (O,O)}- 
GCM M. 
Proof (Sketch): We divide the proof into three intermediate results. 
Result I: The function PR: P-+P2, (x, y)++((x, 0), (y, 0)) can be constructed by 
a ((O,O)}-GCM M’. Th is machine M’ begins its work by testing whether the input 
point PI is equal to { (0, O)}. If yes, then M’ defines P4:=Pz( =(l, 0)); otherwise, 
nothing happens and P4 = Zn( P4) = (0,O). In any case P4~G, and P, # PI. Now the 
assumptions of Theorem (2.3.9) in [l] are given, and the further actions of M’ are 
described there. 
Result 2: Given two points (x, 0), (y, 0). Then (x0 y) (OE{ +, -,*,/I) can be con- 
structed by a { (0, 0)}-GCM. 
This assertion follows by combining the proofs of Theorems (2.3.11-14) in 
[l, pp. 52-561. 
Result 3: Also the function 0 : G, x G,+P, ((x, 0), (y, O))H(X, y) is constructible. 
This is proven in [l, p. 511. 
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Consequently, the machine M can split the input tuple s = ((xi, yI), . . . , (x,, y,)) into 
the points (x,, 0), (yy, 0). Result 2 says that M can construct (r,(s), 0) and (r,,(s), 0). 
Finally, M applies rs and generates r(s). 0 
3. The main theorem 
In the last section we have introduced the A-GCM. This makes it possible to 
formulate the main result of this paper. 
Theorem A. Let S G P” and F : S-+P”‘. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) There is a ((0, 0)}-GCM M constructing F in O(1) steps (no matter which 
nondeterministic decisions are taken). 
(ii) There exists afinite set @ G 9( S) such that for every subset P 5 9 the following is 
true. LetS(@, P):={sESI(V~E@)~(S)=OO~EP). Then therestriction FIs,d,r,isr.i.; 
this means that there exists a r.i. function RP : S-j P”’ such that F Is,>, r,= Rr Is(g-,r,. 
This theorem will now be proven. We concentrate on the difficult part, namely, 
(i)*(ii) and show that this direction is true even for { (0, 0)}-EGCMs. For this end we 
transform the programs of any { (0,O) J-EGCM M into a tree 5; then we eliminate all 
type-(2) instructions. Both the elimination step and the construction of 5 are based 
on modified algebraic decision trees T, which describe the geometric objects con- 
structed by Y-. 
4. Representation of A-EGCMs by trees 
We now transform the programs of A-EGCMs into decision trees and start with the 
following definition. 
Definition 4.1. An A-EGCM-tree is a (possibly infinite) binary rooted tree Y-; every 
vertex VET is marked with a label 5,. If v is of out-degree 1 then 5, is an A- 
EGCM-instruction but not a jump and not an end-statement. All branching nodes 
v are labeled with a question “( Pj,, . . . , Pjm)EA?“. Finally, all leaves are marked with 
<, = “end.“. 
(Remark: The great advantage of the tree structure is that for every command 5, the 
previous ones are known; they appear in the ancestors of v. This is very helpful when 
reconstructing former instructions in the proof of Lemma 6.2 and when counting the 
write statements in the final proof of Theorem A). 
Given F : IF-+ P”‘. Then Y constructs F iff every input sEdef(F) and every 
decision path p effected by intermediate nondeterministic decisions yields the output 
F(s). We say that r is n-normalized iff no instruction 4, is of the form “Pj:= . ...“, 
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where 1 <j< n; moreover, for every other variable xj there exists at most one node 
v with {,=“x~:= . ...“. (This means that when Xj#Zn(Xj), then the geometric object 
stored in xj is never changed any more; hence, it is always available.) Finally Y is 
simple iff Y contains at most one statement of type (2); moreover, the only possible 
nondeterministic instruction must occur before every branching node of F. 
We next describe how to transform A-EGCMs into A-EGCM-trees and vice versa. 
Lemma 4.2. Given a function F : P”--+ P”‘. Then the following objects can be trans- 
formed into each other: 
(i) an A-EGCM constructing F in O(1) steps, 
(ii) a 3nite A-EGCM-tree constructing F. 
Proof. If an A-EGCM M is given, we construct a tree 9 such that a son of any 
interior vertex v always represents the next instruction executed by M; in particular, 
a conditional jump of M is symbolized by a branching node whose two sons 
correspond to the two possible jump addresses. Since the worst-case time of M is 
bounded by some constant C, we may cut off all vertices with height > C + 1; finally, 
all leaves are marked with “end.“. 
Conversely, let Y be a finite decision tree rooted in v0 and constructing F. Then we 
cut off all connections between any branching vertices and their sons. After this we 
create a sequence of the resulting connected components; it starts with the component 
of vo. This sequence of connected components is translated into a sequence of program 
segments of M. Finally, the former branching nodes of Y are simulated by conditional 
jumps of M to other program segments; the former leaves are replaced by jumps to the 
last instruction of M. 0 
The next result is about the transformation of A-EGCM-trees into n-normalized 
ones. 
Lemma 4.3. Given ajnite A-EGCM-tree Y constructing a function F; let nEN. Then 
Y can be transformed into an n-normalized A-EGCM-tree 5’, which also constructs F. 
Proof. At first, a pair (a, c’) of vertices is called to be critical if one of the following 
cases occurs: 
l v=v’ is marked with “Pj:= . ...“, where 1 <j <n. 
l VZV’, and v, v’ are labeled with “xj:= . ...“. 
It is clear that Y contains only finitely many critical pairs. Each of them can be 
eluded recursively as follows. Take a variable xj,,$ { PI,. . . , P,} which does not occur in 
previous tree. Replace every xj by xi, if it occurs on the left-hand side oft,, or in any 
descendant of v’. (Without loss of generality, v is not a descendant of v’; otherwise 
change the r6les of v and v’.) This algorithm generates a finite sequence of trees which 
starts with Y and ends with an n-normalized version of Y-. 0 
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5. An arithmetical description of A-EGCM-trees 
Given a simple A-EGCM-tree F and an input tuple SES c P”. Then we describe all 
geometric objects constructed by F with real-valued functions f; these functions 
depend on s and a parameter C(E{ - 1, + l} describing the nondeterministic decision of 
F. We start with the definition of some classes of functions; to this end we recall the 
sets P(S) and W(S) introduced in Section 1. 
Definition 5.1. Let r~9(S). Then we define 
R(S):= {f:S x { - 1, + l}--+Rlff(s, a)=p(s)/q(s), where p, q~g(S)}; 




def(f)={(s, M)lsEdef(r), r(s)>0 and q1(s)+ccq2(s)~#O} 
if p2 or q2 are not identical to 0, 
def(f)={(s,a)lq,(s)#O} ifp2-qq2-0. 
(Remark: If p2 = q2 = 0 then f(s, a)=pl(s)/q, (s) even if Y(S) <O or T(S) is not defined. 
This implies that R(S) c R(S, J?).) 
P(S):={f:Sx(-1, +l}--Uf=(fx,f,), wheref,,f&R(S)}, 
P(S,J):={f:Sx{-1, +l}- + P lf=(f,,f,), wheref,,fyER(S, J)J. 
In both cases, def(f) = def(f,)ndef(f,,). f,,f, are called the coordinate functions of f: 
G(S):={g:Sx{-1, +I}---,~lg=(g,,g2),wheregl,g2~P(S)}, 
G(S,d):={g:Sx(-1, +I}-+Glg=(gI,g2), where g1,g2EP(S,&)}. 
In both cases, 
def(g)= {(s, 4Edef(g1)ndef(g2) lgI(s, ~)#g2(s, aI>. 
gl, g2 are called the pointfunctions of g; the coordinatefunctions of g are the coordinate 
functions of g1 and g2. 
K(S):={h:Sx(-1, +l}-+KIh=(h1;h2,hg), where hl,h2,h,~P(S)}, 
K(S,J):={h:Sx{-1, +1}--+Klh=(h1;h2,h,), 
where hl, h2, h,eP(S, d)}. 
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In both cases, 
def(h)={(s, a)Edef(h,)ndef(h,)ndef(h,)lhz(S, ~l)#h~(s, a)}. 
hl, h2, h3 are called the point functions of h; the coordinate functions of h are the 
coordinate functions of hl, h2 and h3. For example, G(S, J) contains all functions 
g;Sx{-1, +l}- +G which can be written as 
g(s, ~)=((sl,x(s, a), Sl,r(s, a)), (g2,x(s, a), &(s> co)), 
where each of the functions g1,x,gl,yrgZ,x,g2,y is of the form pi/q1 or 
(pl +u.p2J)l(q1 +R.qz$) with pl, PZ, ql, q2WS). 
We next mention a well-known geometric result. It says that the two common 
points of a line (Qi, Qz) and a circle (Q3; Q4, Q5) can be computed by applying 
rational functions and one square-root operation to the coordinates of Qi,. . , Qs; 
a similar assertion is true for two intersecting circles. 
Lemma 5.2. (a) Let S’:= { (Q1,. . ., QskP5 ( I(QI, Q2)nCQa; Q4, Qs)l=2). Then 
there exists an REP and afunction LEP’(S’, fi) such that S’ x { - 1, + 1) Edef(L) 
and 
Wt=(Q1,..., Q5W) (Q1, Q2h(Q3; Q4, Q5)={Ut, -11, Ut, +l)). 
(b) Let S”:={(Q1,..., Q&p6 1 I(Q1; Q2, Q3)n(Q4: Qs, Q6)l=2}. Then there 
exists an REP and afinction LEP(S”, fi) suf*h that S” x { - 1, + l} sdef(L) and 
(vt=(Q1,..., Q&S”) (Q1; Qzr Q3)n(Q4; Qs, Q6)={L(t, -11, UC +l)). 
The proof is omitted because L can be computed straightforwardly. 0 
This result shows us that the nondeterministic choice of points of intersection can 
be simulated by a choice of C(E{ + 1, -l}. Hence, the behaviour of a simple A- 
EGCM-tree depends on the pairs (s, c(), where s is the input and a is the non- 
deterministic variable. The translation of an NE{ - 1, + l> into the choice of a point 
i,(N)EP’ is called an interpretation of a. 
This idea is now used to transform any simple { (0, 0)}-EGCM-tree Y into a modi- 
fied algebraic decision tree. To this end, the geometric objects constructed by Y are 
described by root functions. We start with the case that there occurs exactly one 
nondeterministic operation. (The case that Y contains no nondeterministic operation 
will be treated in Lemma 5.6.) 
Lemma 5.3. Given a simple jinite A-EGCM-tree Y=( V, E) with exactly one non- 
deterministic operation occurring in a vertex vO. Let F construct the function 
F: P”- + P”’ with S:=def(F). Then there exists 
0 an rC@(S), 
l functions p”,jEP(S, J), g,,jEG(S, J;), k”,j~w(S, J) (vEV, jchl), and 
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l an interpretation i, of the nondeterministic variable CI (depending on s), 
which describe the variables Pj, Gj, Kj immediately before 5, is executed. This means 
that for every pair (s, a) visiting v, 
(s, a)Edef(Pj,,) and Pj=pj,v(s, tl), 
(s, a)Edef(gj,.) and Gj=gj,“(S, a), 
(s, a)gdef(kj,,) and Kj=kj,“(s, a). 
(Remark: The interpretation of CI can indeed depend on SES. Let 
S:=((x,y)~~j6x+y-130) (~P)andlet 
(Vs=(x,y)~S) p3,V(~,a):=(30+cx.xy.J6x+y-i,0) (=4(a)). 
We consider s’: =(l, 4) and s”:=(2, -2). Then 
k-f)=p,,,(s’, - 1)=(18, O), i,,(+l)=p,,,(s’, 1)=(42,0), 
is,Z(-l)=p3,v(s”, - 1)=(42,0), i,(+l)=p,,,(s”, 1)=(18, 0). 
Hence, c( can describe different decisions between P3 = (18,O) and P, = (42,O) depend- 
ing on the input s’ or s”). 
Proof (Sketch). The result is proven by an induction along the paths in y-. 
At first, let v be the root of y. Then P~,~, g”,j and k”,j are given by the input of 
s=((x1, YI),..., (x,, y,)) and the initialization. For example, p”,j( s, x) = (xj, yj) ifj < n, 
and k”,j(s, a)= ((0,O); (0, 0), (l,O)). Let now v be a node which is already labeled with 
p”,j, g”,j, k”,j; we assume that V is a son of V. Then the functions p~,j, g;,j, kr,j depend 
on the instruction t, of v. We now consider some typical cases. 
Case 1: The first is that 5, is of type (1) or (3). Then the point Pj of intersection 
can be obtained by applying +, -, *, / to the coordinate functions of the operands. 
For example, if 4”=“Pj:=GinKi,\(Pi,,};” then p;,j is a rational expression of the 
coordinate functions of gV,i, k”,i, and p”,i,,. This implies that the resulting function 
pc,j is in P(S, J). Th e same is true if P, is the result of a (*)-operation. The 
discussion of this case implies the following. Let v be an ancestor of v0 or v = v,,; then 
even p”,j~P(S), g,,jcS(S) and k,,jED6(S) for all jEN. We next treat v0 itself. 
Case 2: The case of v = II,, means that 5, is nondeterministic. Then we obtain the 
possible points Pj of intersection by applying the function L of Lemma 5.2 to the point 
functions of the operands; the rational function R of that lemma yields the function 
rE9?( S) mentioned here. 
For example, let 5, = “ P,:= Ki n G,,;” and 
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Then every rr, consists of coordinate functions srW(S). Hence, there exist functions 
X,, Y,E%?(S) such that ~,(a, a)=(X,(s), Y,(s)) for all (s, a)Edef(z,). Then 
pG,j(s,a):=L((X,(s), Yl(s)),...,(X,(s), Y,(s)),cc) and r(s):=R((Xl(s), Yl(a)),..., 
(X,(s), Y,(s))) satisfy the condition that p;, jelP(S, J). The same result can be 
obtained if t,=“Pj:= Gir\Ki,;” or 5, =“Pj:= Kin Ki,;“. 
Case 3: In the last case, 5, is of type (4)-(10). But in these situations the 
construction of pF,j, q~,j and k;,j is trivial. 0 
Remark 5.4. (a) When thefunctions pj,v, gj,“, kj,” described in Lemma 5.3. are given 
every node v can be marked with 
m(v):={(s,a)ESx{-1, +l}J(, ) s a arrives at v ifs is input and c( is chosen). 
It is clear that m(v) is u subset of each set def(pj,.), def(gj, ,,) and def(kj,.), je N. 
(b) Given the vertex v0 and the function r like in Lemma 5.3. Let v be a descendant of 
v0 or v=vO. Then 
(V(s,&)Em(v)) sEdef(r) and r(s)>O. 
This implies that if f is a coordinate function of some pj,“, gj,u or kj,” then the root 
of r(s) is correctly defined. 
Proof of (b). Let PjO be the point nondeterministically generated by t,,; we assume 
that the coordinate functions f,gE[w(S, 4) describe the point Pj, immediately after 
applying I&,. Given (s, a)Em(q-,) (= S x { - 1, + 1) by the definition of simple trees). 
Note now that tU, effects a nondeterministic decision between two different can- 
didates PjO because otherwise the error state E occurs. Hencefor g must really depend 
on CI so thatf$lR(S) or g#rW(S). Therefore sEdef(r) and r(s)20 for all (s, cr)Em(v), v=vO. 
But the same must be true if v is a descendant of v0 because m(v) 5 m(v,). q 
Remark 5.5. Lemma 5.3 and Remark 5.4 make it possible to transform simple 
((0, O))-EGCM-trees with one type-(2) statement into modijied algebraic decision 
trees. This kind of trees has the following properties: 
(i) All nodes v are labeled with real-valued functions &z/)E(W(S, 4). 
(ii) There are only branching nodes or leaves. 
More precisely, let F be a simple {(O, 0)}-EGCM-tree; we assume that F con- 
structs a function F: p”-+ G,. Let I’,,:= { v ( v is a branching node or a leaf of F}. 
Then every VE V,, is marked as follows. 
If v is a branching vertex then 4, is of the form “Pj =(O, O)?“. Let now $“, j and B”,j be 
the coordinate functions of p”,j. Then the question in v can be replaced by “(q(v)) 
(s, 4) =O?“, where ~(U):=~~j+~~j. 
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The next case is that v is a leaf of 5. Note now that the values of F are points on G,. 
Consequently, v has an ancestor v’ with <“)=“write(Pj);“. Then we mark v with the 
first coordinate function of pv,,j because this is the relevant part of the output. 
Finally, all branching nodes and leaves of Y have a label q(u). The next step is to 
delete all nodes of out-degree 1; more precisely, if uE V,, is the ancestor of U’E V0 and all 
vertices between v and v’ have exactly one son then the path between v and v’ is 
replaced by an edge (u, u’). 
Then it is clear that the resulting tree T has the properties (i) and (ii). The sets m(u) 
have the same meaning as in Y. Moreover, we say that T constructs prXo F. 0 
We next deal with the simpler case that no nondeterministic operation takes place. 
Lemma 5.6. Given a ((0, 0)}-EGCM-tree 7 without instructions of type (2). Then 
the functions pc,j, g”,j, k”,j mentioned in Lemma 5.3 are euen in P(S), G(S), K(S), 
respectively. 
The proof is a simplified version of the proof of Lemma 5.3. 
Remark 5.7. (a) Given a { (0, 0)}-EGCM-tree Y without any nondeterministic opera- 
tion. Then all functions v(u) described in Remark 5.5 are rational, i.e. (P(U)E [w(S). 
(b) Conversely, let T be a modijied algebraic decision tree just described; moreover, we 
assume that T constructs a function f: S-t 1w, where SE P”. Then there exists a ((O,O)}- 
EGCM-tree 9 without type-(2) operations which constructs F(s)=(f(s), 0). 
Proof. The first assertion is almost trivial because the roots 4 can only occur if there 
are operations of type (2). 
The proof of (b) is based on the fact that ((0, 0)}-EGCMs can directly evaluate 
rational functions. Hence, we can transform the vertices v as follows. 
If v has two sons then it is labeled with the question “(cp(v))(s, ol)=O?“, where 
cp( o)~[w(S). Then the definition of [w(S) implies that there exists a r.i. function 
g:S--+1w such that (V(s, a)Em(u)) (q(u)) (s, a)=g(s). Consequently, v can be re- 
placed by two vertices containing the evaluation of P,, I := (g(P,, . . , P,), 0) and the 
question whether P, + 1 = (0,O). If, however, u is a leaf then q(u) is the output of T. In 
this case we again take the rational function g just described; then v is substituted by 
three nodes for the statements Pn+I:=(g(P1,..., P,),O);, write(P,+,);, end. 0 
For every modified algebraic decision tree T we define the rank p(u) of a vertex u; 
p(u) is equal to 0 if cp( v)~[w(S) and equal to 1 otherwise. Moreover, A(T) is the 
number of vertices v in T with p(u) = 1. 
Then the following is obvious. If a node v of 9 is transformed into a node with 
p(a)= 1 then u is a descendant of the nondeterministic operation of Y-; this and 
Remark 5.4(b) imply 
(0) Ifp(v)=l and (s, c() in m(v) then sedef(r) and r(s)>O. 
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6. The proof of Theorem A 
We now use the previous considerations to prove Theorem A. At first direction 
(i)=+ii) is shown. The structure of this proof is the following. Lemma 6.1 describes how 
we can elude the nondeterministic operation in simple { (0, 0)}-EGCM-trees; the proof 
to this lemma is based on modifications of the corresponding modified algebraic 
decision trees. The next step is done in Lemma 6.2, where all type-(2) operations in 
arbitrary { (0, 0)}-EGCM-trees are deleted; the idea is to construct simple subtrees, 
which can be replaced according to Lemma 6.1. Consequently, a given ((0, O))-GCM 
constructing F : S-+G, (SE P”) can be transformed into a { (0,O) )-EGCM-tree without 
operations of type (2). The corresponding modified algebraic tree yields the set @ and 
the rational restrictions F 1 sc /p, p, (where PE.@). After this, the general case that 
F(S) G P”’ is not difficult. The opposite direction (ii)*(i) is proven with the help of 
Remark 2.6. 
Lemma 6.1. Given a simple { (0, 0)}-EGCM-tree 9 constructing a function F : S+G,, 
where SC P”. Then there exists a { (0, 0)}-EGCM-tree F-’ wihout nondeterministic 
operations which also constructs F. 
Proof. We first apply Remark 5.5 and obtain a modified algebraic decision tree 
T which constructs @: = prX 0 F. Let l:= /1( T). 
Then our idea is the following. We construct a sequence T= T,, T,_ 1,. . . , T, such 
that A( T,)=l for every ;1; then we use Remark 5.7(b) to transform To into F-‘. 
The main step of the detailed proof is the transformation of T, into TA_ 1. To this 
end we recall the labels m(v)ESx{-1, +l}, P(v)E{O, 1) and ~(v)E[W(S,J) de- 
scribed in Section 5. It is clear that there is some node V in T, such that p(c)= 1 and 
p(v) =0 for all ancestors v of V. This vertex is now modified in order to reduce /1( TA). 
Case I: V is not a leaf of T,. 
Then V is labeled with f=(p(v)~[W(S, &). C onsequently, there exist polynomials 
A, B, a, b: S-+R such that 




(2) (V(s, a)Em(V”)) r(s)30 and a(s)+cc.b(s)Jr(s)#O 
(see (0) at the end of Section 5). 
The next assertions are based on the fact that p(v)=0 for all ancestors of fi 
(3) (v(s, a)Em(fi)) (s, --CoEm(fi), 
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so that 




(5) (V(s, Lx)Ern(C)) r(s)>0 and a(s)-cc.b(s)Jr(s)#O 
(see (0) at the end of Section 5). 
We next replace the subtree rooted in ZJ by a better one. This is done in three steps. 
Step 1: We first substitute v” by the new vertices v’, v”, u”‘. The vertices u’ and vN 
can test whether (f(s, cr)=O A f(s, -a)=O) and whether (f(s, a)=0 vf(s, -a)=O); 
the node v”’ is a copy of 6. 
In order to formulate adequate questions for u’ and u” we observe that for all 
(s, CONU”) 
f(s, cc)=0 Af(S, -cc)=Oo(A(s)+a~B(s)~)Z+(A(S)--GI~B(S)~)2=0 
oA2(s)+B2(s).r(s)=0. 
f(s, cc)=0 vf(s, --GL)=o*(A(S)+~.B(s)~).(A(s)-cc.B(s)~)=O 
oA2(s)-B2(s).r(s)=0. 
We now can describe the first transformation of Tn in detail. The previous situation is 
illustrated in Fig. 2(a), and the new situation is shown in Fig. 2(b); the subtrees Tz and 
T,* are copies of T, and TR, respectively. 
This new tree is called Ti”. Its labels are m(l) and q(l). It is easy to see that 
m(i)( U)G def( cp”‘(u)) for all nodes v of T, (I). In particular, if UE TLu TRs Ti” then 
m(i)(u) c m(v) E def( cp( u)) = def (cp’l’( 0)) by comparing the questions in u’ and a” with 
that of 6. If, however, v~T,*u T,* then v is the copy of a vertex 6 in TLv TRs T,. 
Consequently, m(“(u)~m(6)~def(cp(b))=def(cp’1’(v)). 
Obviously, the addition of the trees T,* and Tz has effected many new vertices of 
rank 1. This is bad because we want to reduce the number of these nodes. But in the 
next step we diminish the rank of all UE TE u Tz with p(u) = 1. 
Step 2: Let v~T,*u Tg with p(u)= 1. As just mentioned, we want to construct 
a new label (p(‘)(u)~[w(S). To this end we use the answers given in the ancestors u’, v” 
and v”‘; they make it possible to substitute the critical factor ~fi by a rational 
expression. More precisely, let g:=cp(‘)(v); then there exist polynomials 
C, D, c, d:S+R such that 
(6) (V(s, Lx)Em’l’(o)) g(s, Lx)’ 
C(s)+wD(s)Jr(s) 
c(s)+wd(s)Jr(s) ’ 
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Fig. 2. 
where 
(7) (V(s, SI)EWP)(U)) r(s)30 and c(s)+a.d(s)m#O 
(see (0) at the end of Section 5). 
Let us first consider the case that VET,*. Then the answer given in v”’ says that 
(8) (V(s, coem ‘l’(v)) A(s)= -c?B(s)Jro. 
This implies that A(s) = -a. B( s)m # 0 because of the answer given in u’. 
Consequently, B(s)#O and c~Jy(s>= --A(s)/B(s). Hence, for all (s, a)~m(l)(u), 
(9) 3 
g(s Co_C(S)-[CA(s)l~(s)l.D(s)_C(s)B(s)-A(s)D(s) 
C(S)-CCA(s)lB(s)l.d(s) c(sMs)-A(sV(s) ’ 
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(10) c(s)&-A(s)d(s)=B(s)~(c(s)+crd(s)Jro)#0. 
We now define cp@)(a):=(CB-AD)/(cB-Ad). Then (9) and (10) imply that 
(11) (V(s, u)E~(‘)(v)) (s, a)Edef(cp’*‘(u)), 
g(s, a)=[~‘*‘(v)](s, a) and (s, -a)Edef(cp(*‘(v)). 
The other case is that VET,. Then the answers at u” and u”’ imply that 
for every (s, c()EwI(‘)(v), (A(s)+cc.B(s)Jr(s)).(A(s)-a.B(s)Jr(s))=O but 
(A(s)+a.B(s),,/r(s))#O. Hence, only the second factor is equal to zero; conse- 
quently, A(s)= +aB(s)Jr(s) and aB(s),/r(s)#O. So, we may substitute ccJr(s) by 
+ A( s)/B( s); thus, we obtain (p’*‘(v):= (CB + AD)/( CB + Ad). Statement (11) remains 
true also in this case. 
Let us now describe the new tree Tj*‘. It has the same structure as Till. The new 
label (p’*‘(u) is described above if uE T: u T,*; otherwise, let cp’*‘( v):= cp”‘(u). It is clear 
that for euery VET:*‘, the set m~*~(u)=m~‘~(o) consists of all pairs (s, a) visiting u. 
Moreover, (11) implies that indeed m(*)(v) G def( q’*‘( u)). 
Hence, Tj” is a modified algebraic decision tree which constructs @. All vertices in 
T,* u Tz have the rank 0. Moreover, the vertex V of TA has been replaced by v”’ so that 
,4( T,‘*‘) = A ( T,) = %. This means that at the first sight, Ti*) is not an improvement of 
T,. But the advantage of Tj*’ is that /1( Ti”) can be reduced very easily. This is done in 
step 3. 
Step 3: The transformation of Tj” into Tj3’ is simple. We delete the vertex u“‘. 
This means that we replace the subtree shown in Fig. 3(a) by that subtree in Fig. 3(b). 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 3. 
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Thus, we obtain a new tree TA (3). For all of its nodes u we define rpc3’( u):= qc2’( u) and 
mt3)(v) as the set of all pairs (s, a) which arrive at u in Tj3). 
We now show the correctness of this transformation and start with the following 
intermediate assertion: 
(12) (VUET~, (s, cc)~m(~‘(u)) (s, CI)EIII(~)(U) or (s, -c()E~(~)(u). 
In order to prove this fact we first recall that all ancestors of urrr are of rank 0. This 
means that for every (s, CI)E~(~)( u) both pairs (s, ~1) and (s, -LX) are in mc2)(u”‘). 
Moreover, the answers given in uU and u”’ imply that f(s,a)=O or f(s, -a)=O. 
Consequently, the Tj2)-path of some pair (s, /?) (DE{ - 1, + 1 }) passes T,*. Note now 
that all vertices in Tz are of rank 0. Hence, the Tj3’-path of (s, !x) and the T,j*‘-path of 
(s, /I) visit the same vertices of TL *. Hence, indeed, (s, /3)~m”‘( u) if (s, c()E~(~)( u); this 
implies (12) because PE{ - 1, l}. 
After the proof of (12) we show that mc3)( u) sdef(cpc3’(u)) for every u. The only 
critical case is that UE Tz. Let then (s, a)~m(~)(u). Then (12) says that 
(s, cx)Em(2)(u)cdef(cpc2’(u)) or (s, - ) 2 Em(*)(u)sdef( (p@'(u)). At the end of Step 2 it 
was mentioned that mc2)( u) = m”‘(u) so that (s, a) or (s, -a) is in m(‘)(u). Then 
(11) implies that in any case (s, a)Edef(cpt2’( u)). The desired assertion that 
(s, cc)gdef( pc3)( u)) follows from the equation qc2’( 2;) = (pc3’( u). 
Moreover, Tj3’ indeed constructs @. The only critical case occurs if the Tj3’-path of 
some (s, a) terminates at a leaf VET,* and the Tj2’-path does not. Then (12) says that 
(s, - tl)Em(*)( u). Consequently, 
(13) @(s)=[~@)(u)](s, -a)=[~‘3’(u)](s, -cX). 
But (pc3’( U)E R( S) is independent of a. Therefore, [ (pc3’( u)] (s, cc) = [cpc3’( u)] 
(s, -a) (2 Q(s). This means that also in the case of (s, CZ)E~(~)( u)\mc2’( u) the correct 
result Q(s) is output. 
Hence, Ti3) is indeed a modified algebraic decision tree computing @. Moreover, 
/i ( Tj3’) = A ( Tj2’) - 1 = 3. - 1. Consequently, T,_ 1 := Tj3’ has the desired properties. 
Now the transformation “ Tp TA_ 1 ” is finished if v” is an internal node. We next 
consider Case 2. 
Case 2. V is a leaf of T,. 
Let again f= q( 6) and A, B, a, b such that (1) and (2) are true. Then 
(14) (V(s, !X)Enz(C)) @(s)=f(s. a)= 
A(s)+E.B(s)Jr(s) 
‘-’ --’ a(s)+wb(s)&(s) 
Note now that we have chosen v” such that its ancestors have rank 0. This implies 
that (V(s, CI)E~(V”)) (s, -_cO~m(c). Consequently, for all (s, CI)EVZ( 6) 
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(14) [A(s)+cr.B(s)~)].[n(s)-cc.b(s)~)]+[A(s)-cc.B(s)~)].[a(s)+cc.b(s)~)] = 
=A(s)a(s)-B(s).b(s).r(s) 
n(s)‘-b(s)‘.r(s) 
This means that we can label ii with qnew(iY):=(A .a-l3. b.r)/(a* - bZ. r). This 
modification yields the new tree T,_,. It is clear that indeed n ( T,_ 1) = 
/l(T,)-1=2-l. 
We now have seen how to construct the sequence T= T,,T,_ 1,. . . , T,. At last we 
transform T,, into the desired ((0, 0)}-EGCM-tree Y’; this is done with the help of 
Remark 5.7(b). Cl 
We next apply this result to reduce the number of nondeterministic vertices in 
arbitrary { (0, 0)}-EGCM-trees. 
Lemma 6.2. Given a { (0, 0)}-EGCM-tree Y constructing afunction F : S-+G,( S c P). 
We assume that 9 has 1 vertices with nondeterministic instructions. Then there exists 
another { (0, 0)}-EGCM-tree r-, which only has (l- 1) nondeterministic nodes; more- 
over, also J!? constructs F. 
Proof. We first transform Y into a tree Y1 with the following properties: 
(1) The root of Y1 is deterministic. 
(2) The son of each write statement is a leaf. 
This situation is effected by creating an artificial root marked with “G,:= G,;“; 
moreover, for any write-statement we cut off all descendants and create a new son 
labeled with “end.“. After this we apply Lemma 4.3 and construct an n-normalized 
version TZ of Y1. This does not increase the number of nondeterministic statements. 
We now assume that ii is the largest subscript of any variable used in YZ. Moreover, 
let u’ be a nondeterministic vertex which only has deterministic descendants. This 
node shall now be deleted. 
To this end we make a transformation, which is motivated later. Let v” be the father 
of u’. Then we construct the new tree Y3 by replacing the edge (6, v’) by a path of the 
form ii+ii,+ . . . -+ii,+u~-+ . . . +v~+u’. The effect of the nodes fiP is that all variables 
Gj, Kj are loaded with In(Gj) and Zn(Kj). In the vertices vi the state before executing 
<,-, is reconstructed. 
Note that this step is possible. The tree-like structure of YZ allows us to find all 
statements of type (4) and (5) executed until 6. The fact that YZ is n-normalized 
implies that the information to reconstruct Gj, Kj is still available. 
For example, given n = 5, ii = 10 and the path of statements shown in Fig. 4. 
We must now construct two nodes cP and v; in which Kz is modified. For this 
purpose we see that In(K,) can be found in Kll because 11 >li. Hence, cP can be 
marked with “K2:= Kll;“. 
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The next step is to reconstruct KZ. To this end we observe that u3 occurs after the 
(only) modifications of P,, Pg and before the (only) alteration of P,. This means that 
the points P7, Pg in u3 appear in theirfinal version, while P,=Zn(P,). Note now that 
In(P6) can be found in PI2 because 12 > 6. Hence, K, can be “reanimated” by 
marking vi, with “K2:=(P7; Pg, PI,);“. The construction of the new tree F3 seems to 
be unnecessary. But the advantage of F3 is that immediately before vi the same 
situation is given as immediately after the input of fi points: The only variables xj 
which may have values different from rn(xj) are PI,..., P,-. 
Let now 5’ be the { (0, 0)} -EGCM-subtree rooted in vi. Then 9’ works with 
inputs (PI,..., P,-)E@. The output points of F’ are also output points of F-; hence, 
they must be independent of the nondeterministic decision in u’. More precisely, let us 
consider all inputs SES and all sequences of nondeterministic decisions which effect 
that u’ is visited; we define S’ as the set of all tuples (PI, . . . , P;) which can be 
constructed in this way. Then Statement (2) implies that F(s) is output later than 
visiting u’, i.e. in F’. This means that F-’ constructs a function F’:S’+G, with 
F’(P1,..., P,-)= F(s). 
Note now that F’ is simple. Consequently, we can apply Lemma 6.1 and construct 
an equivalent { (0, 0)}-EGCM-tree F” without nondeterministic operations. Then we 
substitute 5 by F”; thus, we obtain the desired tree &/‘-. 0 
We now can prove the direction (i)*(ii) of Theorem A in the special case that 
M constructs F : S+G,. 
We first transform M into an ((0, O))-EGCM-tree Y (see Lemma 4.2). Then we 
apply Lemma 6.2 until all nondeterministic vertices have disappeared. The resulting 
((0, 0)}-EGCM-tree F’ IS simple. Consequently, we can use Remark 5.7(a) and 
transform F’ into a modified algebraic decision tree F--I’. All vertices v of this tree are 
labeled with (q(u)) (s, a)=p,(s)/q,(s), where pv, q”EP(S). We now define .@:= {pV 1 v is 
query node of F” f. Then for every P G@ there exists a leaf up which is visited for all 
seS(P, P). Hence, the r.i. function F(s) = RP( s):= ([ cp( up)] (s, l), 0) is constructed if 
s~S(9, P) is input. Hence, F js,9,pj is r.i. 0 
We next deal with the general case that F(S)sP”‘. To this end we prove the 
following lemma: 
Lemma 6.3. Given SC P” and a ((0, 0)}-EGCM M constructing F : S+P”‘. We assume 
that F consists of the coordinate functions F,, 1, Fy,l,..., F,,.., F,,,,. Then for every 
v there exist { (0, 0)}-EGCMs M,,. and M,,, constructing G,,,(s):=(F,,.(s), 0) and 
G,,.(s):= (F,, y(s), 0), respectively. 
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Proof. We first apply Lemma 4.2 and transform M into an ((0, 0)}-EGCM-tree r. 
Let now v be a vertex which outputs the vth point within the tuple F(s). (This can be 
tested by counting the write instructions between the root and v.) Then we replace the 
statement r,=“writc(Pj);” by “Pj:=(pr,(Pj), 0); write(Pj);” or “Pj:=(prY(Pj), 0); 
write(Pj);“. Moreover, all remaining output statements are replaced by “nop;“. Then 
it is clear that the resulting tree Y’ indeed constructs G,,. or GY,“, respectively. 
Finally, Remark 57(b) allows to transform Y’ into M,,, or MY,.. 0 
We now can complete the proof to the direction (i)*(ii) of Theorem A. 
Let F: S-P”’ be constructible by some { (0, 0)}-GCM M. Then the previous result 
implies that all functions G,, y = (F,, ,,, 0) (ie{ x, y }, v = 1,. . . , n’) are constructible. 
Hence, we can apply the special version of Theorem A; thus, we obtain particular sets 
@‘i,y~9(S) such that F,,. 1 sc~, L,pJ is r.i. for every PG&‘,,.. 
We next define 
Let now P L @. Then PIT&~, y E gc, y for all ([, v); consequently, every coordinate 
function F,,, is r.i. on S(@<, “, Pc-I@~,,) (because of the special version of Theorem A). 
Then the same assertion must be true for the restrictions of F,,. on S(@, P) because 
S(@, P)cS(&,., Prig;,,,). Hence, F is r.i. on every set SC@;, P) with Pr @. 
Now the direction (i)*(ii) of Theorem A is proven. We next show the opposite 
direction. 
Remark 2.6 says that ((0, 0)}-GCMs can construct every r.i. function. Conse- 
quently, we can find a machine M which constructs all points (p(s), 0), where peg;. 
Then M tests which of these points are equal to (0,O); thus, M finds out the set PG& 
with SES(@, P). Finally, M constructs Rp(s). 
7. Concluding remarks 
At the end of this article, let us discuss the capability of A-GCMs with other simple 
oracles A. If A = P then the machine cannot take any real decision. Then any function 
F: P\((O, O)}-+DJ is constructible by an A-GCM in a constant time iff F is rational 
with integer coefficients. This follows from the result (2.3.1) and (2.3.3)-(2.3.14) of [l]. 
In contrast to this, the set of the constructible functions F: IFD+P is much smaller 
because it is difficult to avoid the error state E if all inputs SEP (including s = (0,O)) are 
possible (see [3, Theorems 3.8 and 4.41). 
A further important oracle is the half plane A = H + := {(x, y) ) x >O}. In this case all 
nested root functions F can be constructed by some A-GCM; the reason is that these 
machines can test whether (~(4, O)EA in order to pick out the desired sign 
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CIE{ - 1, + l}. But there exist a lot of further constructible functions F which are 
structured as follows. There exists a decomposition of S into subsets S1 , . . . , Sk such 
that every restriction FISK is a nested root function. The characterization of these 
functions F (and the corresponding decomposition (S,)k,= 1) is still an open problem. 
By the way, the oracle H + is more powerful than { (0, O)>; this follows from Theorem 
(3.58) of [l]. 
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